Forced evictions may affect 200,000 people.

Together we can bring about a real change in people’s lives.

Write a letter, send an SMS message or take action online and join thousands of activists in demanding that the rights of these individuals and communities are upheld.

Inés Fernández Ortega and Valentina Rosendo Cantú
Mexico
Rape survivors seeking justice

Jean-Claude Roger Mbede
Cameroon
Imprisoned for alleged homosexuality

Women of Zimbabwe Arise (WoZA)
Zimbabwe
Crackdown on women activists

Ayten Genc
Turkey
Detained and tortured

Jabbar Savalan
Azerbaijan
Student activist imprisoned

Hamad al-Neyl
Abu Kassawy
Saudi Arabia
Held without charge or trial

Mohammad Sadiq Kabudvand
Iran
Journalist imprisoned

Natalia Estemirova
Russia
Human rights defender murdered

Yodok Political Prisoner Camp
North Korea
Thousands incarcerated in forced labour camp

Filep Karma
Indonesia
Imprisoned for raising flag

Rajihar Manoharan
Sri Lanka
Student shot dead

Women of Zimbabwe Arise (WoZA)
Zimbabwe
Crackdown on women activists

Fatima Hussein Badi
Yemen
Death sentence following unfair trial

Christi Cheramie
USA
No chance of parole for juvenile offender

Port Harcourt
Nigeria
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www.amnesty.org/en/individuals-at-risk
From Belgium to Benin, from Switzerland to South Korea, Amnesty International events will take place around the world from letters and SMS messages, signing petitions and taking action online.

Take action online: go to www.amnesty.org

Join hundreds of thousands of people around the world who will be sending letters already and there are even more letters to find out about letter writing events in your country
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Make a difference

What you can do

Join hundreds of thousands of people around the world who will be sending letters and SMS messages, signing petitions and taking action online.

- Go to www.amnesty.org for your nearest Amnesty International office and find out about letter writing events in your country
- Take action online: go to www.amnesty.org/en/individuals-at-risk

This is what happened last year:
690,000 appeals and messages to governments and companies were raised around the world

International support to individuals worldwide.

Support to individuals around the world

Thanks to the attention the world’s governments have given to your appeals and messages, they have found it comforting to know that people around the world are concerned about your situation. They also feel supported by the international spotlight on your case.
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